
As an organization, we are driven by our Guiding Principles which center on 

integrity, quality, value and respect. They steer our decision-making process 

so we can provide our clients with the highest quality of consulting services. 

Our team of experts' combined experience working with and for Fortune 500 

companies across regulatory, compliance and technology capacities has 

enabled them to prepare clients for the road ahead.

Armaan has quickly emerged as a thought leader across 

Kenway Consulting's Information Insight capability. 

Complemented with an uncanny ability to breakdown the 

most complex problems into easily consumable insights, 

Armaan has helped design, architect and implement analytics 

solutions such as Power BI, and establish data literacy across 

several organizations.
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ABOUT KENWAY

Kenway Consulting is a management and technology consulting firm that 

empowers companies to thrive in tomorrow's market by helping them with 

compliance and regulatory changes, data and analytics, technology 

implementations and transformations, and process improvements.

in fo@kenwayconsult ing.com  / /  888-953-6929 / /  kenwayconsult ing.com

An expert in Kenway Consulting's Information Insight practice, 

Robert has helped numerous organizations make better sense 

of their data. Particularly well-versed in business intelligence, 

Robert has deep experience working with clients to help them 

harness their data more effectively and move from hindsight 

to foresight. While he is adept with numerous business 

intelligence applications, Robert is certified in Power BI and 

has even taught courses on how to use the software.

ROBERT COOPER

Consult ant  - Power  BI Specialist

In addition to her deep experience as a management 

consultant, Amy has helped Kenway Consulting define and 

enhance its strategic processes around staffing, recruitment 

and go-to-market initiatives.  As the company selected, 

implemented and began using NetSuite OpenAir as its CRM 

and PSA solutions, Amy's consulting experience led to the idea 

and eventual implementation of a data analytics solution allowing Kenway to drive 

strategic data-driven decisions.  She is excited to partner with other organizations facing 

the same pain points to help them increase insight and productivity around their 

revenue, forecasting and chargeability.
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